Tailor-made training on Spate irrigation was made to the water practitioner working in the Woredas under SNNPR with request from SNNPR pastoralist office.

The course was delivered through collaborating effort of Arba Minch University and country chapter spate irrigation network in Arba Minch University, Ethiopia. The training module has the following contents:

- **INTRODUCTION**
  - Definition and Concepts of Flood Recession Farming and Spate Irrigation, their extent, distribution and classification, Sediment management and Hydrology of Spate

- **SPATE IRRIGATION SCHEMES INFRASTRUCTURE**
  - Traditional Spate Irrigation Schemes
  - Considerations for Improving and modernization of Spate Scheme

- Spate Video on Sheab and presentation on Boru Dodota Spate Irrigation

- Group exercise
The participants (30 in number) also watched and reflected on practical spate irrigation documentary video prepared for Sheab area, worked group exercise, present their findings and eventually they visited spate irrigation scheme at Konso. To this end half of the participants became registered member of Ethiopia chapter spate irrigation network.
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